DANCE
TECHNICAL SCORE SHEET

School _____________________________________________ Classification 5A 4A 3A
Division/Category _____________________________________ Competition _______________________

MAJOR NFHS VIOLATIONS  Rules 4-2 through 4-8; 4-10,11,12
Penalty: 2.0 pts. per judge /per violation  
Rule_________ pg._____ v ____________________________________________ _
Rule_________ pg._____ v ____________________________________________ _

MINOR NFHS VIOLATIONS  Rules 2-1, 2-2, 4-1, 4-9
Penalty: 1.0 pt. per judge /per violation 
Rule_________ pg._____ v ____________________________________________ _
Rule_________ pg._____ v ____________________________________________ _

MINI NFHS VIOLATIONS  Fully Step on Sign/Pom/Accessory  Rule 2-1-7a
Penalty: .5pt. per judge /per violation 
Rule __2-1-7a__ pg. 14__ v Fully Step on: ____________________________________________

IDAHO RULES

TIMING: Routine Time ______________  Entrance/Exit ______________
Penalty – 0.5 pt. per judge/each 5 sec. (or fraction of) (5 sec. grace period)  

DIVISION CRITERIA: Penalty – 2.0 pts. per judge/per violation 

DROP PROP/ACCESSORY: Penalty – 0.5 pt. per judge/per drop # Drops _____

DRESS STANDARD: Penalty – .5 pt. per judge/total 

Tabulator: Deduct penalties from each judge’s score before assigning ordinal points.  TOTAL PENALTIES

Comments: ____________________________________________________________

Technical Judge Signature______________________________________________
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